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CONVENTIONAL
TYPE FILTERATION SYSTEM TO COLLECT AND STORE ROOFTOP RAINWATER DURING MONSOON
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conventional Filters

In
the rainwater along with dirt particles, tree leaves and other particles
have to pass through the Filter candle or through the other filtration media like mesh, sponge, or sand.
In this case the debris and waste materials will be clogged inside the filter and get decayed. Due to this the
rainwater may contaminate and also the chances of overflow of water through the filter/ rooftop and cause
havoc.

Various types of Rainwater Harvesting Filters in India:
Sand is filled in a 2’ x 2’ Chamber inside the house.

Sand and mesh is used for Filtration

Sponge and mosquito
assassadaddadda
mesh is used for filtration

Sand, charcoal, pebbles are filled in a 2’ x 2’
Cement tank

Wire mesh is wrapped on Top of plastic tank for filtration.

Wire mesh is wrapped on Top of
plastic tank for filtration.

Inside view of Plastic Tank filter >
contains with Dirt and Debris

Pop up Filter: PVC pipe Housing with
Sponge candle wrapped by mosquito mesh.

Rainy OLD Model: Metallic housing inserted
with SS 304 Slotted screen candle.

POPUP FILTER (Fig NO-1): Designed to take load up to 90 Square meters: Discharge capacity of Filter is 45 LPM m
at 25 mm intensity of rainfall. when dirt particles and debris and leaves clogs in the filter , there will be leakage
through the top cap of filter –Ref fig: 2 , immediately someone has to run and clean up the filter and by opening
the Drain outlet Valve and Re-insert the mosquito mesh wrapped candle back to the PVC housing . When rains,
always one person has to monitor the filter otherwise there will be a huge water discharge from the PVC housing
and surrounding area will be flooded (Ref Fig: 3 & 4)
Incase intensity of rainfall goes beyond 25 mm /hour then the water starts leakage from the PVC cap.
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Rainy Filters for Rooftop Rainwater Harvesting

Innovative:

(ROOFTOP RAINWATER HARVESTING FILTERS) ‘RAINY’ Filters
first of its kind in the country designed to fix to the WALL by connecting Rooftop drain
water pipes. When the rainwater flows by gravity and enter into the filter at specific
velocity, it creates COHESIVE FORCE and segregates dirt particles and clean water
individually, thereby dirt particles and waste materials are flushed out through the
DRAIN OUTLET and at the same time the clean rainwater passes through CLEAN WATER
OUTLET, which can be used for re-utilization or recharging of bore wells.

There are TWO models :
Rainy FL-150 and FL-250.
FL-150 is designed to take the load up to 150 SQMTRS of roof area and its Discharge capacity is 100 LPM at 50
mm intensity 0f Rainfall/Hour
FL-250 Up to 250 SQMTRS of Roof Area, and its discharge capacity is 160 LPM at 50 mm intensity 0f
Rainfall/Hour
Function of the Filter:
works on Cohesive Force .
No power is required.
Filter Element SS-304
Mesh size 250 Microns
Debris, leaves and dirt particles are removed continuously and flushed out.
Fully enclosed and wall Mounting.
Tough High Density Polyethylene Housing
Filter Pipe connections can be turned 360 Degrees,
Simple in Installing even duct filter can be fitted easily
The efficiency of Filter more than 90%
The filter efficiency remains unchanged even variation with the intensity of Rain Fall.
Installation, Maintenance Manual and Tool kit is provided along with the Filter.
Domestic ,Commercial and Industrial Use

